
Poolewe                        Saturday 13th August



£4,211,550

A series of sponsored walks and races in the magnificent 
mountain hinterland of Poolewe, Aultbea and Dundonnell, with a 
variety of routes to suit all levels of fitness and ability. Each 
entrant is expected to raise a minimum £100 sponsorship for the 
2022 GWC charities, with no upper limit! 

Scottish Athletics Permit Event
Organised locally in association with the following estates:

EILEAN DARACH    TOURNAIG    GRUINARD
LETTEREWE    INVERAN    INVEREWE

Supported Charities this year include: 
HIGHLAND HOSPICE, Skye and Lochalsh Young Carers, Oxygen Works,

Crossroads Skye, DEBRA, Highland Senior Citizens Network, Samaritans Inverness,
Gairloch Aid & Mobility Support, Gairloch Community Car Scheme

and several other healthcare charities in the Highlands

and feel free to contribute to the site!
www.greatwildernesschallenge.info

Please consult the website for further information;

www.facebook.com/greatwildernesschallenge 

As a registered charity we are able to claim Gift Aid on all 
eligible donations.  Please help us to increase our fundraising 
total by asking all of your sponsors to sign the Gift Aid 
declaration where appropriate.
 
Alternatively if you are a UK taxpayer and are making a 
personal donation rather than obtaining sponsorship we would 
urge you to complete our Single Donation Gift Aid form - 
available to download from our website or on request by 
contacting Pat.

great 
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GWC Contact 
All new entries, 

withdrawals, substitutions, etc.
PAT ROSS:

01445 731516    
e-mail:

registration@greatwildernesschallenge.info
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Photography: 
© Colin Irvine; Mari Irvine; 

Gary Williamson; 
Julia McBeath Alexander; 

Tracy Wilson

25 Mile Walkers Please Note: 
Cut-off time at 

Kernsary checkpoint is 5 pm. 

Any walker arriving later than this will 
be offered transport back to Poolewe.

They may opt to continue,
but no responsibility can be accepted 

by the organisers for their welfare.
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GWC Total Raised For Charity Since Inception

£4,211,550



When it became obvious that the Covid pandemic 
was going to thwart the event again in 2021, we 
made the decision to offer a virtual version in an 
effort to support our core charities. Little did we 
expect the response which followed; entries 
coming in from all over the country and even from 
as far away as Perth (Australia) and Houston 
(Texas). In fact many participants took on a 
longer challenge than they would normally by 
spreading it over a number of days.
  We salute all of you who showed such 
commitment to our cause and especially your 
phenomenal fundraising which enabled us to 
distribute over £140,000 to our charities! Your 
generosity of spirit and dedication has touched 
many lives and is undoubtedly one of the most 
heartwarming episodes we have experienced in 
our time as custodians of the Great Wilderness 
Challenge.
  Thank you all and we look forward to 
seeing you all back in Poolewe this year for the 
real thing. 
  Pat Ross, GWC Secretary
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Rising to the Challenge
VIRTUAL GWC 2021

Virtual GWC 2021 runners (including the 
cameraman!) at Corrie Hallie on 14th August 
before tackling the 25 mile run to Poolewe. 

From left:
Ruaridh, Ross and Eoghann Gollan,

Ross Bannerman, Willie Sinclair, 
Graham Bee, Alec Keith, Ritchie Macrae, 

Maisie and Gerry Baptist.

Virtual SAS Team GWC 2021

Virtual Canine SAS Supporters

John Maclellan maintaining his 100% GWC record
by climbing Slioch with his sister Lillian Macrae

William ran the 25 mile route solo in June

Colin walked 13 miles from Leckmelm to Ullapool

William Moore

Colin Boyle

Anna Johnstone



After many years of holidaying in Gairloch we 
realised our dream when we bought “The Bothy” 
from Eric Thomson (GWC Chairman), but only on 
his condition that we take part in the GWC! Our 
first Challenge was the short walk since our 
puppy, Cora, was very young. In subsequent 
years we’ve completed every route and distance 
– both walking and running. – with family, with 
friends, with dogs, and in all weathers. But always 
with a sense of anticipation, enjoyment and 
satisfaction, particularly when we’ve been able to 
raise thousands for our favourite charity, Debra. 
Latterly our grandchildren have also joined us. 
 Disappointed to hear that GWC 2021 
could not happen we decided to create our own 
challenge – to raise funds for both GWC and 
Debra. We have a friend, Isla, who has suffered 
for 13 years, since birth, with the devastating 
condition EB. This causes widespread and painful 
blistering, requiring extensive bandaging 
changed three times per week. Despite all her 
problems Isla is a delightful, determined, brave 
teenager. Debra, the charity, supports EB families 
and funds research into hopefully finding a cure 
for this cruel condition. 
 

So, as a family we hatched a plan to replicate aspects of 
the GWC. Our core team – 4 McGraths – Mike, Sandra, 
Allan and Sarah, plus Euan Broadwood (Allan’s 
brother-in-law) walked over 26 miles following the 
Pentland Way. Setting off early from Dunsyre we followed 
valleys and moorland before climbing up and along the 
Pentland skyline to the outskirts of Edinburgh. Over the 
hill section we were joined by Karen Crook, Isla’s 
godmother, another GWC veteran. For the final 6 miles to 
our finish point, Edinburgh Castle, our numbers doubled 
as Rhona McGrath, 11-year old twins Duncan and Isla, 
and 8-year old Kirsty, along with Helen, Jessica (7 years) 
and George (5 years) Broadwood, joined us. 
 It was a long, hot day with temperature well into 
the 20s, but spirits were high throughout. It was a very 
different experience to GWC – no river crossings, no Bad 
Bog, no midges – and no haggis soup! But we were 
delighted to have achieved our goal of raising over £6000. 
We thought a lot about Isla, knowing our aches, pains and 
blisters were minor and short-lived, in comparison to her.
 We are all pleased that GWC will return to 
normal this year. We’ll be delighted to be back to the real 
thing this summer and wish all participants and volunteers 
a happy day on August 13th - back again to enjoy the 
scenery, the camaraderie, the pipe band welcome back -- 
and oodles of scrumptious food in Poolewe Hall!
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Midsummer Marathon Madness by Sandra McGrath, Peebles

Virtual Debra Team GWC 2021
at Edinburgh Castle

Virtual Debra Team GWC 2021 on the Pentland Way.
From left: Mike, Sarah, Sandra and Allan. 



VIRTUAL GWC 2021

Jackie (bottom right) 
in happy mood 
at Carnmore 
with his 
checkpoint colleagues 
GWC 2014

Eric Thomson

Donnie Mackay

Obituary   Jackie Maclennan, Inverness
Jackie passed away on 9th October 2021, aged 95 years. With his good 
friend Kenny Mackenzie, Jackie had been a marshal at the Carnmore 
checkpoint since the start in 1986, every year until his last event with us in 
2016. One of only a dozen people who had 100% records in the event up 
to then, Jackie was part of the fabric of the Challenge, always available 
and happy to help, which was a great bonus to us as organisers. We have 
many happy memories of an amiable and humble man.

Below is a charming wartime story Jackie gave us back in the late 90s:

“In 1944, while cycling up Old Edinburgh Road (Inverness) I remember 
coming across this ATS girl struggling up the hill with a heavy kitbag. I 
offered to help her, so we put the kitbag on my bike and I walked her to her 
billet, a building which now happens to be The Craigmonie Hotel. Her 
name was Maisie, we got chatting and soon arranged to go to a local 
dance later that evening. Unfortunately, due to company orders, Maisie 
was unable to get time off duty for the dance, and I never saw her again. 
Then last May I met this couple from Grangemouth – complete strangers 
as I thought – at a reunion in the Royal British Legion. They said they were 
staying at the Craigmonie, which reminded me of the girl that was billeted 
there during the war. As I recounted the story to them, the woman 
suddenly exclaimed “that girl was me!” Off course we were all flabber-
gasted at this turn of events. However, very soon Maisie and I, with the 
blessing of our spouses, put history to rights and finally had that dance we 
had promised each other all these years ago.”

Archie Lawrie 2001 Bruce Alexander

OUR BEST WISHES TO:
Eric Thomson, GWC chairman, who is recovering 
after two major health issues in the last year.

Donnie Mackay, Gairloch, our traffic marshal, who 
is unwell at present.

All associated with the Challenge, who are 
recovering from Covid.

THANKS TO:
R.J. McLEOD (Contractors) who are kindly 
sponsoring the t shirts this year.

Archie Lawrie, Daisybank, for availing field for car 
parking once again.

Bruce Alexander, for the use of his P.A. equipment.

All our company sponsors for their continued support.

WELCOME BACK!
Fraser and Peggy Purves from Menstrie – 
after a 16 year absence!

All walkers and runners, and all new recruits – 
the Bad Bog awaits!

Last but not least our marshals, volunteers, and 
vital safety support teams.
  

4Let’s all make GWC 2022 the best yet!
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Equipment - Race Categories under SAF Rules
RUNNERS WALKERSESSENTIAL!

Mile Race

Mile Race

ACCIDENT RISK!
7 & 13 Mile Circular Walkers - please note:
For safety reasons, please walk in single file on 
the steep, narrow 40 yard section of path above 
the west end of Loch Kernsary.

Parents carrying babies/infants must ensure that 
they are securely fastened in suitable 
backpacks.

CHANGING ROUTES
If, due to injury or lack of training, participants feel 
unable to undertake their chosen route, then it is 
perfectly admissable to drop down to a shorter 
route, either walking or running. Please let us 
know as early as you can, but it is possible to 
change on the morning of the event itself, if 
necessary.

FOOTWEAR
All walkers are strongly recommended to use 
boots for this event. A variety of conditions 
underfoot will be encountered, and only in 
extremely dry weather would trainers be 
adequate for the whole journey.

COUNTRY CODE
Challengers are expected to observe the Country 
Code at all times. Protect wildlife, avoid any 
damage and leave no litter.

ALL RUNNERS
FAILING TO COMPLY 

WITH THESE REQUIREMENTS
WILL BE DISQUALIFIED

It is absolutely vital to wear or carry adequate 
protective equipment on this event, given the lack 
of shelter, innaccessibility by vehicle and possible 
extreme weather changes inherent in these 
routes.

All walkers on all 4 routes must carry waterproofs 
- cagoule and trousers - as a priority. Additional 
spare items of clothing are obviously advisable, 
but will be left to the discretion of each individual. 
Equipment checks will be carried out.

NO DOGS ON BUSES
Dogs are not allowed on the buses to Aultbea and 
Dundonnell. Entrants wishing to take their dogs 
will therefore require to make alternative 
arrangements to get to their starting point.

SAFETY TEAMS
Safety and medical care back-up for the event will 
be provided by:

FAILURE TO
PRODUCE WATERPROOFS

WILL LEAD TO DISQUALIFICATION

Dundonnell Mountain Rescue
Local Medical Practice
PDG Helicopters
DMRT Paramedics
832 Wester Ross Squadron ATC

Minimum equipment to be carried:
Full body cover, including cagoule
and trousers of waterproof material.

Map of at least 1:50,000 scale
of full area of race.

Compass and whistle.

Full body cover, waterproof cagoule
and trousers, available to wear or carry.

A decision based on weather conditions
will be announced at registration on 
whether these items must be carried.

25
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water/juice is available 
at all checkpoints

STAY
HYDRATED!

REMEMBER - all participants, runners and walkers, must wear numbers on front, not on backs or rucksacks
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25 Walk

Registration

EVENT

Buses Depart

Start Time

6.15 - 7.15

7.30

8.30

8.00 - 9.00

9.15

10.30 10.30

9.00 - 9.50

Runners 10.00
Walkers  10.10 n/a

10.30

10.009.30

n/a

11.00

11.00

n/a

midday/11.30

25 Run 13 Aultbea 13 Circular 7 Walk/10k Run 1.5/3.0 Miles

25 MILE WALKERS   No early starts permitted  All walkers must be officially checked off at 8.30 by marshals.

13 AULTBEA   Runners start 10.30 prompt   Walkers follow on immediately after runners. 

13 CIRCULAR    No early starts permitted    Start time 10.30. Last starters must be over start line by 10.45.

7 MILE WALKERS/10k RUNNERS   No early starts permitted   Please do not enter the Hall until your 
registration time. Start time 11.00.   Runners must leave first   Last starters must be over the start line by 11.15.

1.5/3.0 MILE WALKERS 1.5 mile walk starts at Inveran at midday, with transport provided to the start. 
3.0 mile walk starts at riverside at 11.30.

HEALTH & SAFETY The above strict timetable rules are designed to increase the safety aspect of the event 
and adhere to event insurance rules. Accidents and problems have occurred in the past with unchecked early 
starters.

PRIZEGIVING Starts in Hall at 6.00pm. All participants, marshals and supporters welcome.

IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURE

All Walkers and Runners 
will be issued with 
waterproof, tearproof numbers.

In all cases, numbers must be 
worn on front, not on rucksacks 
or bumbags.

Please assist the marshals by 
having numbers exposed at all 
checkpoints.

Event Timetable



Poolewe

SCOTLAND

Inverness

Aberdeen

Fort William

Edinburgh
Glasgow

1Checkpoint 101824
2Checkpoint 063807
3Checkpoint 026779
4Checkpoint 980767
5Checkpoint 928774
6Checkpoint 897794

CHECK/SAFETY POINT
GRID REFERENCES

Please note this river is bridged 400 yards upstream.
Please use it if you are unsure about fording the river - 

or just want to stay dry-shod!

Dundonnell

Ullapool

Aultbea

Gruinard Bay

Loch Ewe

Loch
Maree

Gruinard
Island

Loch na Sealga

Fionn Loch

Dubh Loch

Shenavall

Carnmore

START - Corrie Hallie

FINISH - Poolewe

5

4

3
2

1
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360m

100m

480m

An Teallach
1062m

Beinn Lair
859m

A’ Mhaighdean
967m

Kernsary

Achneigie

Beinn Dearg Mor
818m

Beinn a’ Chaisgein Mor 856m

Beinn Airigh Charr
791m

Meall Mheinnidh
722m

A832

A832

RACE CATEGORIES UNDER SAF RULES
Map required - Ordnance Survey 1:50,000 Sheet 19

STRATHAN BUIDHE BRIDGE: 
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25 Mile Route
START - 113852 - Corrie Hallie on A832.
Checkpoint 1 - 101824 - Summit of first climb. 
Just past this checkpoint, the route branches 
right at cairn and continues by rough moorland 
path to Shenavall Bothy. Great care must be 
taken on the steep descent to Shenavall.
Checkpoint 2 - 063807 - Abhainn Strath na 
Sealga. This river has to be forded, also 
Abhainn Gleann na Muice 0.75 miles further on. 
From Larachantivore (054802), the route 
follows a stalkers’ path south along the riverside 
for 1 mile, then turns right (048786) up Gleann 
na Muice Beag for 2 miles to the next 
checkpoint.
Checkpoint 3 - 026779 - Near highest point of 
route. Continues over plateau before 
descending steeply towards Dubh Loch and 
Carnmore. Care required.
Checkpoint 4 - 980767 - Carnmore Lodge 
Gate. Continue over the causeway to the next 
path junction (968754). Turn right and continue 
to Strathan Buidhe. Turn right (945760) at cairn 
and descend to ford river. Regain path and 
follow marker flags to next checkpoint.  
Checkpoint 5 - 928774 - Doubles as 
checkpoint 2 on 13 mile circular route. Leading 
runners will meet walkers on this section to 
Kernsary Wood. Follow forest track to next 
checkpoint.  
Checkpoint 6 - 897794 - Exit gate of Kernsary 
Wood, where route turns left down to Kernsary 
Cottage, then turns right at T-junction below 
the cottage to follow estate road to Inveran and 
Poolewe.
Finish - 859807 - At riverside near Poolewe 
Bridge.

ROUTE  DETAILS Dundonnell to Poolewe



Poolewe

SCOTLAND

Inverness

Aberdeen

Fort William

Edinburgh
Glasgow

Aultbea

Gruinard Bay

Loch Ewe

Loch Maree

Gruinard
Island

Isle of Ewe

Fionn Loch

Dubh Loch
Carnmore

START - 13m Linear

FINISH - Poolewe

1

2

Kernsary
Drumchork Hotel

Beinn a’ Chaisgein Mor 856m

Beinn Airigh Charr
791m

A832

Circulars from Poolewe
START - 863814 - Both routes follow a narrow 
and spectacular path (Important - see 
“accident risk”, page 5) alongside Loch 
Kernsary to Kernsary Cottage (793893). At this 
point, the 7 Mile route turns right and proceeds 
to Inveran and Poolewe. The 13 Mile route 
turns left up towards Kernsary Wood.
Checkpoint 1 - 897794 - Entrance to Kernsary 
Wood. Continues on forest track then joins path 
leading to Carnmore. On this section walkers 
will meet lead runners on 25 Mile route. Please 
allow runners right of way as they pass. 
Also keep dogs on a tight lead.
Checkpoint 2 - 928774 - Route now leaves 
Carnmore path, turning right to join narrow 
path - superb scenery in all directions - 
contouring the northern slopes of Beinn Airigh 
Charr before gradually descending towards 
Loch Maree.  
Checkpoint 3 - 894768 - Junction of path and 
Ardlair/Kernsary road. Turn right and follow 
road via Kernsary and Inveran to Poolewe.  

Aultbea to Poolewe
START - 879884 - Drumchork. Route proceeds by rough 
undulating Land-Rover track for 5.5 miles.
Checkpoint 1 - 927828 - Fionn Loch end of track. Route 
now traverses rough ground for 2 miles. Marker flags must 
be followed to next checkpoint.
Checkpoint 2 - 923809 - Route turns right, joining estate 
track from Fionn Loch to Poolewe, where, at Kernsary, it 
merges with other GWC routes for the last 3.5 miles to the 
finish.

1.5 & 3.0 Miles Routes
Limited Mobility Walks

1 927828
879884Start

13 Aultbea

2 923809
-      -

881789
859807

CHECK/SAFETY POINT GRID REFERENCES

Drinks
Finish

1 897794
863814Start

13 Circular

2 928774
3 894768

881789
859807

Drinks
Finish

1

2

START - 13 & 7m Circulars

3

DRINK

STATION

Drink Station (all routes) - 881789 
- Inveran Bridge 2 miles from finish.
Stay Hydrated. Use the Water Stations.

They‛re there for your benefit.

All GWC Routes

Drinks KEY
25 Mile Route

7 Mile Route
(Circular)

13 Mile Route
(Linear)
13 Mile Route
(Circular)
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13 & 7 Mile Route 13 Mile Route ROUTE  DETAILS 



Sarah Banks from North Uist
beside the Atlantic on her 28 mile walk

on the Hebridean Way

Father and son Willie and Ritchie Macrae
from Gairloch high up

on the normal 25 mile GWC route

Elspeth Macdonald (Aultbea) 
and Anne Forsyth (Beauly)

who walked the GWC circular route

Mother and daughter
Eileen and Iona Urquhart from Naast

who completed the 7 mile Kernsary Circuit

8 year old Hamish Mackay (Sconser)
top junior fundraiser Virtual GWC 2021

Pat Ross's Friends Team at Loch na Sealga 
on their 13 mile Gruinard River walk. Walkers: 
Louise Ross, Lorraine Campbell, Jonny Currie,

Don and Julie Macdonald.
Mutts: Patch, Spot, Ozzy, Brodie.

9 Thank you all for supporting the Challenge in a difficult year

HEROES and HEROINES of 2021

Grantown friends Rachel, Ingrid, Susan, Mairi, Kerriann, 
Penny and Lorna completed different routes 
- all ending at Nethy Bridge for a barbecue!

Elizabeth Macrae and Catriona Mackenzie
on one of their four local walks totalling 25 miles



Sarah Banks from North Uist
beside the Atlantic on her 28 mile walk

on the Hebridean Way

Local GAMS limited mobility walkers
after 3 mile riverside walk at Poolewe

From left: Mick Urch, Col (the dog!), Rod Macleod,
Sandy Macleod, Kenny Maclennan and Gary Ross walked the GWC 25 miler

with friends on 14th August 2021

Estelle Quick walked 25 miles 
across the Black Isle 

from Muir of Ord to Cromarty

Regular GWC participants
Alice Snow from Evanton

and Ruth Gilmour from Culbokie
walked the normal 13 mile circular

Joan Chapman 
and Ishbel MacArthur

walked 14 miles
from Garve to Ullapool

Rannoch Ramblers replicated the GWC 25 miler in Perthshire

5 year old Donnie Maclennan walked 7 miles
with his Gran Christine Maclennan

HEROES and HEROINES of 2021

10Thank you all for supporting the Challenge in a difficult year



I remember years ago the description “Turus Annasach” 
appearing on the GWC T-shirt. I can’t remember the year, 
but I asked a Gaelic speaking friend (Bom) at the time who 
told me it means “Unusual Journey”. Anyway, it provides an 
apt description of my effort for the virtual GWC last year.
 These days I would struggle to run 25 miles 
without being injured for days (or weeks) afterwards so I 
decided to walk instead. I’ve recently been surveying some 
routes for Scottish Rights of Way and one of the routes is 
Poolewe to Corrie Hallie, so I thought I’d combine this walk 
with ticking off some Corbetts and Grahams on the way.
 I left Poolewe on a beautiful, sunny Friday 
morning and walked in past Kernsary to the Strathan Buidhe 
from where I traversed the Corbetts Beinn Airigh Charr and 
Beinn Lair and the Graham Meall Mheinnidh. By the time I 
got to the causeway, between Fionn Loch and Dubh Loch, I 
decided that was enough for the day so I pitched my wee tent 
on the north end of the causeway.  
 Early next morning I walked up the steep climb 
past Carnmore, to the lochans on the plateau, where I 
ditched my pack before heading up the Corbett Beinn a’ 
Chaisgein Mor and then on to the Graham Beinn a’ 
Chaisgein Beag. Up to this point I’d been lucky with the 
weather but then the mist descended and then it started 
raining and it just got heavier and heavier for the next couple 
of hours. Having had such a prolonged dry spell, the ground 
was baked hard and the water was just running straight off 
the hills – all the paths on the descent down the Gleann na 
Muice Beag had turned into rivers and the Abhainn Gleann 
na Muice was a raging torrent. Fortunately, I was able to 
cross at Larachantivore using my walking poles to stop being 
swept away and, after crossing the bog towards Shenavall, I 
was relieved to find that the bothy was open with only one 
group of young lads from Edinburgh staying there.

Sunday morning started misty but soon cleared to be 
another beautiful sunny day. I had previously arranged for Ali 
to come and pick me up at Corrie Hallie and by the time I got 
to the twin Cairns she had walked in to meet me with a 
welcome lunch.
 I have to say what a delight it was to walk the 
course (albeit in reverse) and have the time to enjoy the 
beauty of Fisherfield without being abused by Alec Keith as 
he passes you wearing only one shoe (or some such). It 
used to take me about 3½ hours to do the “25” compared 
with 2½ days and 44 miles this time. Definitely an “Unusual 
Journey”!
 I was first introduced to the GWC back in 1990 
when my then fellow Metro Aberdeen runner Niall 
Macdonald persuaded me to come along. I had no idea then 
what a significant part the event would play in my life. The 
following year I met my partner, Ali Johnston, and the event 
has been a key date in our calendar almost every year since. 
That was also the year when Hunters Bog Trotter Simon 
Axon broke the record for the 13 mile, a record which still 
stands today! The “Trotters” have a long-standing 
association with the event and I was particularly impressed 
with regular 25 mile runners such as Jim Farquhar and Brian 
Maher. Having run the 13 mile twice, they persuaded me to 
enter the 25 the following year when Ali and I both became 
“Trotters”. HBT continue to support the event annually and 
even Brian, who now lives in New Zealand, tries to come 
back to Scotland whenever he can to take part, such is the 
club’s strong association with the GWC.
 Last year’s virtual event marked our 30th 
anniversary and we intend to be back again this year for the 
real thing.
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My Virtual Off-Piste Challenge

Geoff & Ali

Geoff’s Camp at Carnmore

Geoff in 
running mode 2017

by Geoff Simpson



GWC GALLERY

The late Alex Duncan 1995 Morven Clark 1998

Sue Thomson and Shirley Wilkes 1992

Liz Lardner, Bonnie Steves and Diane Vaughan 1991

Alec in ‘full flight’ mode 2017

Doreen Robertson and Alec Keith

When 25 miles 
is never enough . . .
As if a 25 mile hill run from Dundonnell to Poolewe on a difficult 
weather day was not enough for any mortal, former GWC 
champion Alec Keith had the temerity - not to mention superb 
stamina - to jump on his bike in Poolewe and then cycle the hilly 
27 miles back to Corrie Hallie! Wouldn’t we all?

(Alec’s humorous account entitled GWD can be found on GWC 
website under Virtual Adventures)

ANY OLD EXCUSE
     Janet Walton, Edinburgh
The bags were packed, the race food was 
prepared. We were all set to set off for Poolewe 
on the Friday just after I had paid a visit to my GP. 
However, it transpired that instead of Wester 
Ross, my destination (very promptly) was to be 
The Simpson Memorial Hospital. And next 
morning, at 8.39 am on Saturday 23rd August, 
our daughter Heather was born. Heather was due 
to be born on 23rd September, so Charlie and I 
were looking forward  to our last weekend away 
before the big day – he to run the “25” and me to 
waddle round the “7”. Alas it was not to be and 
now weekends away have changed forever. We 
hope Heather will celebrate her 1st birthday – in a 
backpack! – as her parents catch up on lost time. 
I am writing this grovelling letter to explain our 
non-appearance at the Challenge, and hoping 
this is one of the better excuses you have had. 
We are all three looking forward to a more normal 
Wilderness weekend next year!

Heather (364 days old) completes Challenge!
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GWC GALLERY

Rhoda and Chris Anderson, Inverness
on their 17th Challenge in 2019

James Adams, Gairloch
took on his third consecutive GWC
on the 2.8 mile riverside route 2018The Kostrewa family from Germany after finishing their first GWC

on the 13 mile circular walk at Poolewe 2019 

Members of the Inverness Samaritans team
all set to take part for their charity at Poolewe 2019

Gathering of familiar GWC friends 2018
From left Geoff Simpson, Alison Johnston,

Roxy Bannerman, Alice Snow and Rob Shaw.
Between them they have racked up exactly 100 GWCs!

Inverness Ladies 1997

Minolta Black Isle AAC runners
David Warren (left) and Alex Whyte

cross the line together in the 1990 25 mile race
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Runners Prize List

1st, 2nd, 3rd Males
1st, 2nd, 3rd Ladies
1st Veteran, 40/50/60
1st Local
As above, plus 1st U/21

 25 MILE RACE 

 13 MILE RACE 
The following walkers and runners

will receive 10 year medals
when they complete this year’s GWC:

Mark Dale, Contin; 
Hazel Keiro, Garve; 

Ian McNamara, Inverness; 
Jennifer Millington, Portree;
Kirsty Fingland, Callander;

Elspeth Fisher, Exeter; 
Rhoda Mackenzie, Gairloch; 
Marion O'Hara, Muir of Ord.

10 COMPLETIONS

Veteran Prizes (25 and 13 Mile Races)

Gairloch & District Pipe Band
MUSIC & ENTERTAINMENT

PRIZEGIVING

Gents’ Veteran prizes will be awarded
according to the following criteria:

Vet 40  1st runner in the 40-49 age bracket.

Vet 50  1st runner in the 50-59 age bracket.

Vet 60  1st runner age 60 or over.

Veterans cannot claim a prize in a veteran 
category outwith their own age bracket.

Veterans coming 1st, 2nd or 3rd in a race will 
keep their vet prize as well as the place prize.
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5 Walker Road
Inverness IV1 1TD

Tel: 01463 236600

Unit 4, Clifton
Poolewe IV22 2JU

Tel: 01445 781380

The Garage
Gairloch IV21 2BH

Tel: 01445 712255

The Heliport
PDG Helicopters

Dalcross IV2 7XB
Tel: 01667 462740

Unit 4, Fodderty Way
Strathpeffer Road
Dingwall IV15 9XB

Dugald MacPherson
MacPherson.com Ltd

34 Ballifeary Road 
INVERNESS IV3 5PF

Tel: 01224 623111

Tel: 01349 860000

Main Street
Poolewe
IV22 2JU

Tel: 01445 781240

Acknowledgements

All Marshals & Helpers
Dundonnell Hotel

Dundonnell Mountain Rescue
DMRT Paramedics

Scottish Water
Geordie Macleod
Frasers Coaches

Harold Beaton
Donald Grant & Sons

Drumchork Lodge Hotel
Two Lochs Radio

Gairloch & District Times
Aultbea Free Church
Ritchies of Aultbea

Running Imp International
Archie Lawrie (Daisybank)

Colin Bell
Aultbea Stores 

Bridget Williams, Wester Ross Physio

NEXT GWC 
Saturday 

12th August 2023
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MACLEOD
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 MITCHELL
CONTRACTORS LTD.
Builders of Beautiful Homes A FAMILY BUSINESS, 

 AT THE HEART OF GAIRLOCH

The Williamson Group Ltd.

BUTCHER, POULTERER
& GAME DEALER

Strath, Gairloch IV21 2BZ
Tel: 01445 712485

Kenneth
Morrison
Ltd.

FOR QUALITY AND SERVICE

Corrie Lodge
Millburn Road

Inverness IV2 3TP
Tel: 01463 223555

ROADS AND STRUCTURES
MARINE

INFRASTRUCTURE
ENERGY

STREETSCAPING
WASTE FACILITY

FLOOD PREVENTION

Sponsors


